SONOMA VALLEY ACS NET SCRIPT
(Prior to starting, set the Net Mode on the repeater or ask a control operator to do it) To
put the repeater in the net mode, hold down the push to talk button and press 500 on the touch tone pad.
The release the PTT and you should hear the correct voice announcement.

Good evening, and welcome to the Sonoma Valley regional net for Sonoma County
ACS. This is ____(name and call)____ Net Control for this evening.
This net meets every Monday evening on the AA6GV Repeater at 1930 hours. You are
reminded that this is a local repeater, and the use of 5 watts or less is strongly
encouraged.
Please also note the “net” mode courtesy tone (drop your carrier to hear the tone). This
tone indicates that a net is in progress, and all traffic should be addressed through the
Net Control Station. The purpose of this net is to share information and exchange ideas
about the ACS program, but more particularly, those matters pertaining to the Sonoma
Valley emergency radio network.
For the duration of the net tonight, I would like to appoint _____ (call) _____ to be the
Alternate Net Control station, should this station go off the air for any unexpected
reason. Alt. NCS do you copy?
At this time I will ask all radio amateurs on frequency to check-in according to the first
letter in your callsign suffix.
Stations with the letters A through J, please check-in now. (Make a list & keep count of
check-ins)
Stations with the letters K through R, please check-in now.
Stations with the letters S through Z, please check-in now.
Is there any station on frequency that I did not acknowledge?...
(If any) I have the following announcements for the net: .....
Ken, N6KM, Comm. Unit Leader, do you have any traffic for the net tonight?
Jim, K6UUW, Asst. Comm. Unit Leader, do you have any traffic for the net tonight?
Mike,WB6TMH, Asst. Comm. Unit Leader, do you have any traffic for the net tonight?
(Open the net to any/all traffic and encourage participation by all members).
Do we have any late check-ins tonight? .....
Tonight we have a total of _____ (#) _____ stations checking in.
Thank you all for participating in the Sonoma Valley emergency communications weekly
net. The net is now closed and the repeater is available for normal use. This is ____
(name and call) ____, 73 and good night.
(Return the repeater to normal mode or ask a control operator to do it).
To put the repeater in the net mode, hold down the push to talk button and press 501 on the touch tone
pad. The release the PTT and you should hear the correct voice announcement.
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